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 Week 1 
w/c 4th January  

Week 2 
w/c 10th January 

Week 3 
w/c 17th January 

Week 4 
w/c 24th January  

 

Week 5 
w/c 31st January  

Week 6 
w/c 7th February 

Assessment Week 

Week 7 
w/c 14th February  

 

RE  

 

 

Big Concept: 

The Good News  

RE Sticky Knowledge and Key Vocabulary for Journeys Y2: 

● Retell two bible stories about good news. 

● Develop understanding of key terms:: miracle, Jairus, believe, cure, heal, leper, leprosy, disease, bread, fish, Lent. 

● Give some examples of ways to follow Jesus’ teachings about forgiveness and good news. 

 

Links to prior learning;  

It is helpful if children have reflected on their good news and how it makes them feel. The children will have been introduced to some of the miracles of Jesus. 

 
Know that we 

should always 

remember to 

thank Jesus for 

his help 

 

LO: to reflect on 

their good news 

and to thank God.  

 

 

Listen and respond to 

the story of Jarius  

 

LO: to retell the story 

of Jarius’ daughter, 

focusing on Jarius’ 

emotional journey 

 

watch video and record  

using feelings word 

mat to develop word 

graph emotional 

literacy 

children write in diary 

entry of Jarius 

Listen and learn from 

the story of the Ten 

Lepers and the Five 

Thousand 

 

LO; to explain how Jesus 

helped others in these 

stories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Know that Jesus 

brought the good news 

of God’s love and 

reflect on what this 

means for us. 

 

LO: to know what Good 

News is and how God 

brought it to us 

Explore stories when 

Jesus forgives (Zacchius 

poem) 

 

LO: to describe how 

Jesus can change people. 

 

Before/After pictures 

‘Before he met 

Jesus….After he met 

Jesus’ 

 

Understand how Lent brings us closer to God and 

the Good News. 

 

LO: to make a Lenten promise 

 

Create a lenten tree 

 

English  

Write stories and 

plays that use the 

language of 

fairytales  

 

Kings and Queens 

(puffin poetry) 

Milestone 1: use some of the characteristic features of the type of writing used 

Milestone 1: write, review and improve  

Milestone 1: sequence sentences to form a short narrative 

 

Recall fairytales/stories set in castles including familiar tales like Cinderella, Snow White and 

Sleeping Beauty. 

-Identify common themes  

-Plot story structures  

Nonsense and Humorous poems 
Milestone 1: spell contraction words correctly  

Milestone 1: to analyse writing 

Milestone 1: to present writing 

 

 

Read and analyse poems from anthology 

-Shared expressive reading 

Milestone 1: use some 

of the characteristic 

features of the type 

of writing used 

 

Limerick: Mick 

Twister’s ‘There once 
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The Princess and 

the pea 

by Rachel Isadora 

Nonsense and 

humorous poems 

and limericks  

Big Concept: 

Fairytales and 

Poetry about 

Kings and 

Queens 

-Edit fairytales with common Year 2 mistakes (SPAG lesson) 

 

Read alternative fairytales, focus on stories by Rachel Isadora 

-Compare and contrast traditional and alternative fairytales- developing AF7 

-Write book review of alternative fairytales 

-Group plan a fairytale 

-Write part of a fairytale- compile to create group writing 

 

Write your own fairytale 

-Plan a fairytale, focusing on text type features 

-Draft key parts of the story 

-Write your own fairytale 

-Edit your own fairytale 

 

 

-Spotting features- word level 

-Spotting features- sentence level/poetry patterns 

-Developing preferences 

 

Poetry writing 

-Choose a monarch to write about 

-Plan a poem using familiar structure 

-Write a poem 

-Edit my poem 

 

 

 

 

was a man with six 

wives’ 

-Read and analyse 

poem 

-Choose favourite 

words and phrases 

-Read expressively 

 

 

Spelling Tricky words 

spelling 

assessment - 

first 100 and 200 

 

 

dge and ge with tricky 

spellings 

c for s with tricky 

spellings 

wr with tricky spellings le with tricky spellings el with tricky spellings  

Guided 

Reading/Hand

writing  

SATs find and 

copy questions 

AF7-linking to 

other stories 

SATs retrieval 

questions 

Favourite words and 

phrases 

SATs past paper 

questions broken down 

Predicting (use pictures 

and events) 

SATs past paper 

Questions broken down 

Poetry- focus on 

personal opinions 

Poetry- focus on 

performance  

speed reading (timed) 

KIRFs Find, name and 

write ½ fractions 

of a shape and 

length  

2 digit addition 

crossing 10 

Find, name and write ½ 

set of objects and 

amounts 

2 digit addition 

crossing 10 

Find, name and write 1/4 

and 3/4  fractions of a 

shape and length 

Find, name and write ¼ 

and ¾ set of objects 

and amounts 

Find, name and write 1/3 

fractions of a shape  

Find, name and write 1/3 

fractions of a length 

Find, name and write 

1/3 set of objects and 

amounts 

Maths 
Topic 

 

Big Concept: 

Multiplication 

Milestone 1: 

calculate 

mathematical 

statements for 

multiplication and 

division within 

Milestone 1:recall and 

use multiplication and 

division facts for the 

2,5 and 10 

multiplication tables 

  

Milestone 1:solve one-

step problems involving 

multiplication and 

division by calculating 

the answer  

 

Milestone 1: use known 

multiplication facts to 

check the accuracy of 

calculations 

 

Milestone 1: interpret 

and construct simple 

pictograms, tally charts, 

block diagrams and 

simple tables 

 

Assessment Week Milestone 1: ask and 

answer simple 

questions by counting 

the number of objects 

in each category and 
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and Division; 

data 

the multiplication 

tables and write 

them using the 

multiplication x 

and division and 

equals  

 

LO: to recognise 

equal groups 

 

LO: to make equal 

groups 

 

LO: to add equal 

groups 

 

LO: to write 

multiplication 

sentences using x 

 

 

Arithmetic 

lesson: 2 digit 

addition not 

crossing 10 

LO: to write 

multiplication 

sentences from 

pictures 

 

LO: to use arrays 

 

LO: to make doubles 

 

LO: to use the 2 times-

table 

 

 

Arithmetic lesson: 2 

digit subtraction not 

crossing 10 

LO: to use the 5 times 

table 

 

LO: to use the 10 times 

table 

 

LO: to share between 

equal groups 

 

LO: to share between 

equal groups 

 

LO: to make equal groups 

 

 

Arithmetic lesson: 2 

digit addition crossing 10 

LO: to make equal 

groups 

 

LO: to share and group 

 

LO: to divide by 2 

 

LO: to recognise odd 

and even numbers 

 

 

Arithmetic lesson: 2 

digit subtraction not 

crossing 10 

LO: to divide by 5 

 

LO: to divide by 10 

 

LO: to make tally charts 

 

LO: to draw pictograms 

 

 

Arithmetic lesson: mixed 

addition and subtraction 

not crossing 10 

sorting the categories 

by quantity  

 

LO: to interpret 

pictograms 

 

LO: to draw pictograms 

(2, 5, 10) 

 

LO: to draw pictograms 

(2, 5, 10) 

 

LO: to interpret 

pictograms (2, 5, 10) 

 

Arithmetic lesson: 

mixed addition and 

subtraction crossing 10 

 

 

Science 
Exercise, hygiene 

and food  

 

Big Concept:  

Staying Healthy 

Science Sticky Knowledge and Key Vocabulary for Journeys Y2: 

● To know three positive physical effects of exercise 

● To know the basic food groups 

● To know what a healthy meal/diet looks like 

● To know what good hygiene is and why it is important 

● To know the benefits of rest and sleep 

 

Links to prior learning;  

PSHE- positive impact of exercise on mental and physical well-being 

DT- different foods (Year 1) 
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Rising Stars Assessment 

Milestone 1: Identify and name a variety of 

common plants, including garden plants, wild 

plants, and trees.  

 

LO: to identify common garden plants, 

including plants we eat. 

 

To learn about Pontefract cake in 

preparation for tip- linked to DT 

Milestone 1: describe the 

importance for humans 

of exercise, eating the 

right amounts of 

different types of food 

and hygiene  

LO: to know different 

food groups 

 

WS: identifying and 

classifying 

 

LO: to describe a 

balanced diet 

Children to design a 

healthy day/week’s meal 

plan for Henry VIII. 

English core skill: write a 

diary entry  

Milestone 1: describe 

the importance for 

humans of exercise, 

eating the right 

amounts of different 

types of food and 

hygiene  

LO: to understand good 

hygiene 

 

WS: fair testing. 

Children to design 

their own test.  

 

Glitter, glue and 

bacteria experiment  

 

LO: to understand how 

to practice good oral 

hygiene 

Milestone 1: describe the 

importance for humans 

of exercise, eating the 

right amounts of 

different types of food 

and hygiene  

 

LO: to describe the 

impact of good sleep 

 

WS: children to choose 

how to present data 

about importance of 

good quality sleep 

(Joint ICT- Science 

lesson) 

Rising Stars Assessment 

 

Milestone 1: describe 

the importance for 

humans of exercise, 

eating the right 

amounts of different 

types of food and 

hygiene  

LO: to explain in what 

ways exercise is good 

for us 

 

WS: pattern seeking 

 

Recap on unit learning: 

LO: to know how to 

look after yourself  

 

English core skill: write 

a factfile about 

healthy living 

 

Computing 
 

 

Big Concept: 

databases 

Year 1:  

Milestone 1: use simple databases to record information in areas across the curriculum 

 

Lesson 1: LO: What are databases? 

Introduce purpose of databases- comparing data. Practice skill by playing Top Trumps- introduce comparing data skill. 

Active learning: organise children lined up into categories based on facts/likes e.g. birthday months 

 

Lesson 2: LO: to complete databases 

Databases to record: our favourite things about our trip (History), ways we stay healthy (science) 

 

Lesson 3 LO: design databases 

Link to Science lesson about impact of sleep (joint ICT- Science lesson) 
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Geography 
Kings, Queens and 

Castles 

 

 

Big Concept: 

local 

significance 

Geography Sticky Knowledge and Key Vocabulary for Journeys Y2: 

● To know what defines a town.  

● To find Pontefract on a local map 

 

Links to prior learning;  

Year 1 using basic geographical vocabulary to describe familiar places. 

Milestone 1: 

identify the key 

features of a 

location in order 

to say whether it 

is a city, town, 

village, coastal or 

rural area 

 

LO: to describe 

Pontefract using 

appropriate 

human and 

physical 

geographical 

vocabulary  

 

 

 

 

History  
Kings, Queens and 

Castles 

 

Big 

Concept:Local 

history and key 

individuals 

History Sticky Knowledge and Key Vocabulary for Journeys Y2: 

● To recall 3 key facts about Pontefract castle. 

● To be able to describe some features and changes of castle building. 

● To be able to name 3 key monarchs from the past. 

Links to prior learning;  

Timeline- Ibn Battuta, Christopher Columbus, Great Fire of London, Grace Darling. 
 

Milestone 1: to 

investigate and 

interpret the 

past   

Milestone 1: Describe 

significant people from 

the past 

 

Milestone 1: use dates where appropriate  

LO: to sequence castle building 

 

Milestone 1: to 

investigate and interpret 

the past   

 

Milestone 1: place events 

and artefacts in order on 

a timeline 

 

LO: show an 

understanding of 

concepts such as 

civilisation, monarchy, 
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Milestone 1: place 

events and 

artefacts in 

order on a 

timeline 

 

 

LO: to learn 

about the history 

of Pontefract 

castle, using 

sources 

 

LO: to label the 

features of a 

castle 

(Fine motor 

activity focus) 

 

 

Pontefract Castle trip- 

write up  

Milestone 1: place 

events and artefacts in 

order on a timeline 

 

Milestone 1: use dates 

where appropriate  

Milestone 1: Describe significant people from the 

past 

 

LO: to describe Richard II and Henry VIII.  

Milestone 1: use dates 

where appropriate  

LO: to learn key facts 

about Queen Victoria 

and Balmoral Castle. 

LO: to compare and 

contrast Pontefract 

Castle and Balmoral 

Castle. 

 

English core writing skill 

parliament, democracy, 

and war and peace 

LO: to compare the 

role of the monarch 

past and present. 

English core writing 

skill 

Link back to PHSE 

Democracy Week 1 

 

Art  
Kings, Queens and 

Castles 

 

Big Concept:  

Art Sticky Knowledge and Key Vocabulary for Journeys Y2: 

● know how to choose appropriate brushes 

● painting techniques to ensure full coverage 

Links to prior knowledge:  

Year 2 Autumn 2 Different lines in Art and ICT (self-potraits topic). Painting across art topics (Year 1) 

Milestone 1: use thick and thin brushes 

LO: to decorate a product according to planned design 

 

DT 
Kings, Queens and 

Castles 

 

Big Concept: 

Explore and use 

mechanisms in 

their products 

DT Sticky Knowledge and Key Vocabulary for Journeys Y2: 

● know how to measure to nearest cm 

● understand how to use wheel mechanism 

Links to prior learning; Joining materials, designing and self-evaluating Great Fire of London houses. 

 

Milestone 1:  

Understand 

Milestone 1: To 

take inspiration 

from design 

Milestone 1: Create 

products using 

Milestone 1: 

Construction use 

materials to 

Milestone 1: 

Demonstrate a 

Milestone 1: to design, evaluate and 

improve  
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where food 

comes from 

 

To describe 

the taste of 

Pontefract 

cakes. 

 

throughout 

history  

LO: to describe 

carriages from 

across history 

 

English core skill: 

write captions 

including dates  

 

Milestone 1: to 

design, evaluate 

and improve  

 

LO: to design a 

carriage with an 

intended user    

levels, wheels and 

winding mechanisms 

 

Milestone 1: to 

measure to the 

closest cm 

 

LO: to use wheels in 

my product 

 

To measure the 

materials needed 

for my carriage 

practice drilling, 

screwing, gluing 

and nailing 

materials to make 

and strengthen 

products 

 

LO: to strengthen 

my product using 

materials and 

construction 

techniques  

range of joining 

techniques  

 

LO: to join new 

materials to 

product 

 

LO: to make improvements to work and 

peer review  

 

Music 
Topic: Kings, 

Queens and 

Castles 

 

 

Big Concept:  

Music from the 

past 

Music Sticky Knowledge and Key Vocabulary for Journeys Y2: 

● Recognise a variety of musical, rhythmic phrases 

● Know the names of at least 2 composers 

● Be able to record music in some form (transcribe) and understand the purpose of recording music 

● Know the terms dynamics and pitch 

Links to prior learning;  

Year 2 Autumn 1 (GFOL) listen and clap rhythmic phrases, understand some musical terminology 

Milestone 1: Create short, rhythmic 

phrases 

 

Christopher Columbus music 

LO: to read and perform short 

rhythmic phrases  

Milestone 1: Create 

short, rhythmic 

phrases 

 

Henry VIII and 

Elizabeth I music 

Milestone 1: Recognise changes in timbre, 

dynamics and pitch 

 

Bach, Vivaldi, Mozart and Haydn Part 1 

Bach, Vivaldi, Mozart and Haydn 

Part 2 

Milestone 1: use symbols to represent a 

composition  

 

Transcription 

Explore different ways to record children’s 

own written songs. 
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MFL 
Topic 

 

Big Concept: 

Where do we 

speak French? 

Music Sticky Knowledge and Key Vocabulary for Journeys Y2: 

● Identify countries and communities where French is spoken 

● Show awareness of social conventions when speaking 

Links to prior learning;  

Autumn 2 Year 2 Geography- All Around the world, learning location of different continents and countries. 

Year 1 and Autumn 2 French- ca va- et tois?  
LO: to identify countries and communities where French is spoken 

Using atlases and last term’s atlas skills, children identify places where French is spoken 

Colour and annotate a world map with the phrase ‘French speak’ 

 

LO: to show awareness of social conventions 

Use role-play for children to ask ‘how are you?”, ‘and you’, using formal and informal. Who would we speak to using formal language? Who would we speak to using informal language? 

 

PE 
Kings and Queens 

 

Big Concept: 

Balance and 

Ball Skills 

Spiral PE Planning demonstrates developing skills and knowledge. 

 

 

LO: to balance on 

my head 

LO: to improve my 

balance and 

understanding of 

balance 

LO: To improve catching 

skills and hand-eye 

coordination 

LO: To improve my 

timing when striking a 

ball 

LO: to demonstrate my 

skills in competitive 

games 

LO: to demonstrate my 

skills in competitive 

games 

LO:To improve my 

ability to make 

adjustments based on 

my judgement when 

receiving the ball  

PSHE 
British values 

 

LO: to know 

what 

democracy is 

and how we use 

it at school. 
 

LO: to know what  

individual liberty 

means and give some 

examples. 

LO: to be able to 

explain the Rule of 

Law and 2 examples. 

LO: to demonstrate 

the values of 

respect and 

tolerance  

LO: to understand 

what consent means 

and appropriate 

personal space 

Assessment Week LO: to know how 

people can be 

manipulated and 

what to do if they 

feel they are being 

manipulated 

Planned Trip 

or Workshops 

 Pontefract Castle      

 

Speaking and Listening skills are embedded in all subject areas of the curriculum as well as explicit teaching of these skills within any curriculum 

area. 

Please note this overview is a guide and may change in reaction to daily observations and assessments of the children’s learning. 
 


